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Address Tiama Sweden AB 
Hävertgatan 29  
254 42 Helsingborg

Country Sweden

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
To stay always ahead, MSC & SGCC  provides the best range of products for hollow glass inspection and cosmetic & pharmaceutical glass. They are
the only one to provide a global solution for glassmakers by equipping the whole production line: the Hot-End & the Cold-End: Hot-end inspection
solutions:

Laser Hot End engraving system for containers traceability during all the production process and during the whole glass container life thanks to
a unique code.
I-Care: hot end device for production trends and stability analysis, critical defect recognition and process optimization (consistent operator-
oriented tools). Cold-end inspection solutions:
MCAL: Powerful vision machines for sidewall, dimensional and stress inspection.
Multi: Base vision and base stress inspection with enhanced functionalities, an extended finish inspection including wide mouth jars, and dot
digital codes mould number reader by camera.
Check + and M: Servo motorized multi inspection (Optical plug gauging, leakage and tightness, Non Contact wall thickness, Non Contact
ovalization, etc…) on the widest range of containers.
Atlas: Check Detection by Cameras Cosmetic & Pharmaceutical solutions:
Astra: detection device for cosmetic defects in the sidewalls and dimensional control for perfume, nail polish bottles and drinking glasses.
Argos: ON LINE Check detection and inspection on the widest range of containers. Supervising system:
IAFIS system : plant supervising system for real time date Laboratory devices:
Laboratory devices such as Seedlab (device counting and categorizing seeds to measure the glass refining mark), Profiler designed to register
the internal corkage profile of wine and champagne bottles, and of all bottles having a long neck. With their combine know how MSC & SGCC
and Visiglas offer a wide range of innovative and high-performance inspection devices.
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